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Propaganda Entry- Hearts and Minds
Voice 1/Script: Sera Kearn
Voice 2/Scene Ideas/VideoAndAudioCompilation: Aura Ta’var
Original Artwork/Theme Ideas: Elyon de Neverse
Original Music: Draxion Durk

Music Sources used for inspiration- Imperial Theme/March

Other sources:
Video Cover art: Created by DB Herald Office.
Lorem Ipsum Picture: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bb7YeU6J0wA

Final Video Link: https://youtu.be/g3MjKH3hGZ8

Casting Call:
- Voice 1: To be determined. Mournful, but determined.
- Voice 2: To be determined. Soothing, hopeful, and resolute.

Scene Ideas: (in no particular order)
● Section 1:

○ Child crying in the rubble of a destroyed building (maybe a dead parent’s
hand just visible)

Graphic: a child in ruins and an adult hand will be good. I don't see a problem here.

○ Military style executions- stormtroopers gun them down mercilessly
without trial

Execution is more difficult in my opinion, because of drawing people, but it could be
solved by the shadows of falling bodies.

○ A scene of Alderaan
Graphic: Alderan explosion, no problem.

○ Own people fighting back as things were made too authoritarian, leading to
chaos. Concrete idea of a father/parent being put punished for just trying to
feed their family after the aftermath of the war

Graphic: People fighting for their family can be showing weapons and holo picture on
pad and handcuffs.

○ People fighting the very forces that are supposed to protect them and war
starting all over again

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bb7YeU6J0wA
https://youtu.be/g3MjKH3hGZ8


Graphic: Portrait of a boy who is growing up ... gradually getting older ... improving
weapons ... developing killing technologies (hard)

○ Last scene of Section 1: burned SP flag/medallion in a pile of ashes/ruin
Graphic: Easy one.

● Section 2:
○ Happy kid with parents walking down a street

Graphic: hard
○ Creation of new colonies with lots of green (trees, jungle, animals alive and

about, life teeming in the picture)
Graphic: Nice nature picture, not easy but great idea!

○ New construction projects and military starships going well
Graphic: Very creative, no problem.

○ Diverse trading markets peacefully trading with each other
Graphic: bils?, schedules of trades?

○ Cut to scene of prisoner labor camps
Graphic: without person, no problem.

○ SP doing the pirates dirty (Using them to expand and get resources and
then “I’m altering the deal”/what are you going to do about it and basically
forcing SP citizens to pirate cuz legal means are no longer valid.

Graphic: hard to express but it can be solve by the schedule of dangerous citizens (crime
of pirates)

● Section 3:
○ Soldiers putting down guns and the SP and Tenixir signing a peace treaty

Graphic: Separeted imagine in first part weapons in dust, second table with peace treaty
○ SP person helping one of the pirates rebuild what used to be their home

Graphic: Construction site and the figure of the SP in the background, watching the
development

○ Legitimate trials for pirates who had done “bad” things but with a chance at
rehabilitation

Graphic: Court hall
○ Both sides trading together once more, even though they no longer live

side by side...just yet
Graphic: Highlight line between them, red line - bils

○ To eventually, the people standing together as they watch the sunrise on
top of a hill or balcony

Graphic: Easy and nice

Script Structure:
- Section 1: Discuss the carnage of recent history, particularly the chaos that

surrounded the fall of the old Empire and the war with the First Order. Put more
focus on the cost of the Empire falling, but doesn’t gloss over the sins of the old
Empire



- Section 2: Demonstrate what the Principate has been able to accomplish in times
of peace. Racial diversity, new growth, prosperity...but, overshadowed by the
costs of their growth, Tenixir and its prisoners in particular.

- Section 3: Finish hopefully. That, by striking a peaceful solution, the Principate
and Revenants might each be able to find a fresh start, cleared of the sins of the
old empire, and ready to face history anew.

Voice Script: (533 words)

Voice 1: Our recent history is defined by ash, and by blood. In the last forty years, the galaxy
has scarcely known a moment of peace, a year of reprieve from grinding, endless warfare.
Pictures shown:

● Child crying in the rubble of a destroyed building (maybe a dead parent’s hand
just visible)

Voice 2: Republic, new and old. Confederacy. Empire. Rebellion. First Order. Names and
banners, for which millions killed, and millions more died.
Pictures shown:

● A scene of Alderaan blowing up
● burned SP flag/medallion in a pile of ashes/ruin

Voice 1: The Empire brought us glory. The Empire brought us order. It also brought us cruelty,
and death, and suffering in its decade-long struggle to maintain its clutch on power. The sins of
that struggle were not few…
Pictures shown:

● New construction projects and military starships going well
● Cut to scene of prisoner labor camps

Voice 2: ...and if we are to move on, to rebuild, to reach new heights, we must not forget them.
We must learn. We must adapt. And we must atone.
Pictures shown:

● Soldiers putting down guns and the SP and Tenixir signing a peace treaty [Part 1]

Voice 1: The galaxy has changed. A new empire is not in our future. It will not be Restored. We
must rise above it, and become something more.
Pictures shown:

● Soldiers putting down guns and the SP and Tenixir signing a peace treaty [Part 2]

Voice 2: We will not reach our future alone. We can no longer bludgeon our way through the
galaxy. We can no longer be bringers of war, death, and discord. If we are to survive, if we are
to thrive...we must strike a new note. We must bring Harmony to the galaxy.

● Legitimate trials for pirates who had done “bad” things but with a chance at
rehabilitation



Voice 1: It is not too late for peace, for us, for our children, and their children.
Pictures shown:

● SP person helping one of the pirates rebuild what used to be their home in SP
land

Voice 2: Time is short...but through harmony, nothing is impossible.
Pictures shown:

● To eventually, the people standing together as they watch the sunrise on top of a
hill or balcony218

Voice 2:

This factual video was brought to you by the Harmonists, a sub-faction of the Severian
Principate working to bring peace and justice to our country once more. If you wish to
donate to the cause or show your support, please visit our holonet page at
harmonists.org. Every credit, signature, and volunteer helps us bring a brighter future for
our home and families.

All material contained within this documentary is the intellectual property of the
Harmonists, a registered entity under the Triumvir of Oaths. All images in this
documentary are registered trademarks to the Harmonists and all citizens included
willingly allowed the use of their image, visage, and likeness. You may not duplicate, edit,
or vandalize any of the images in this documentary. All music in this documentary is
registered trademarks to the Harmonists. You may not duplicate, edit, or vandalize any of
the music in this documentary. If you wish to use any material contained within this
documentary, send a formal request to the Harmonists Central Office or email the
Harmonists at request@harmonists.org.

By watching this video you agree to the terms and conditions set forth in the Severian
Principate Citizens Privacy agreement and the Severian Principate Commerce Act of 29
ABY. You also agree to the restricted use of registered trademarks as it relates to all
audio and video elements of this documentary. All likenesses of Severian Principate
citizens are protected under imperial law and their misuse or abuse is punishable up to
10 years in imperial prison. Additionally, under the Severian Principate Commerce Act
this documentary falls under a non-profit status and thus is not taxable by the Severian
Principate Imperial Taxation Authority Service. If any of the above terms and conditions
are broken by the signatory, the Harmonists reserve the right to adjudication in a court of
law if the matter can not be resolved between the two parties.


